
FOR LOANS

By Daniel Jacobs
In business today, when I see the 
sheer number of times loans move 

back and forth, I would like to apply 
an entire can of WD-40 to make the 

process glide more smoothly.

W ater Displacement, 40th formula, developed in 1953 by Norm Larsen founder of 
Rocket Chemical Company in San Diego, is better known today as WD-40®. It is 
called a miracle product as it eliminates squeaks, loosens rusted parts and frees 
sticky mechanisms. Its active ingredient is a non-volatile, viscous oil, which pro-

vides lubrication and protection.
In business today, when I see the sheer number of times loans move back and forth 
between origination, processing, underwriting, quality assurance, closing and other de-
partments, I would like to apply an entire can of WD-40 to make the process glide more 
smoothly and be squeak-free. As it turns out, no matter how much you saturate your loan 
fi le with WD-40, you will not make the loan process easier. However, there is good news: I 
have another WD-40 formula for mortgage lending: Winning Delivery-40th.

It all depends on how we deliver loans to the next person in the process that determines if 
it will glide smoothly or become rusty and squeaky. Therefore, we should all have Winning 
Deliveries. There have probably been at least 39 different ways in the past to rectify this 
situation to no avail. Now, with the 40th attempt or formula, I have great faith that it will 
work just as well as the trademarked WD-40 penetrating oil we all know and appreciate. 

Below are the components of the mortgage industry’s WD-40: 
Thoroughness. A common cause of a squeaky, rusty loan is the provision of incomplete 
information/documentation with expectation of a complete approval. The loan is not closed 
faster by pushing through an incomplete fi le. It only slows down the process. Whatever 
your responsibility is in the lifecycle of the loan, there is an expectation that you are a pro-
fessional, know your job and know how to do it. If you are a loan originator, you should not 
expect the processor to perform origination tasks on the loan. Processors should not expect 
underwriters to create a processing checklist disguised as a conditional approval. Be com-
plete, hold each other accountable and loans will glide through the system.  

Consideration. Social media (Facebook, Twitter, etc.), texting and email have caused today’s 
society to expect instantaneous responses and reactions to everything. However, in the 
mortgage process, if you email a request, give the recipient ample time to respond. Calling 
them to fi nd out if they received the email while simultaneously hitting the send button only 
interrupts that individual from his or her task at hand, resulting in a delay in the entire pro-
cess. Business communication is not like posting a comment on Facebook. There is no need 
to make the information public or copy everyone in the company on every communication.
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 It’s a common corporate habit 
that causes important emails 
to be overlooked. Remember, 
when everyone is copied on an 
email, typically no one reads it, 
and nothing is accomplished. 
Accountability and consider-
ation are not mutually exclusive 
concepts. Endeavor to be both 
and you will fi nd a greater level 
of effi ciency for all individuals 
involved.

Creativity. Loan offi cers are vested 
in getting to know their borrowers and 
their “loan story,” but rarely share ef-
fectively that story with the processor 
and/or the underwriter. Underwriters 
receive a series of data fi elds and are 

expected to render a decision on a loan. 
For some loans – those completely 
straight-forward, vanilla loans – that 
data may be adequate; however, most 
loans are not completed through self-
service Web applications. They require 
the skills of a loan offi cer to gain a 
solid understanding of the loan, the 
nuances of the borrower’s fi nancial life 

and the loan program being targeted. 
Loan offi cers are almost like fi nancial 
therapists and matchmakers. An in-
gredient in WD-40 for the mortgage 
industry is from the beginning (in a 
strong cover letter) of the process tell-

ing the borrower’s story to everyone 
involved. When each individual pro-
vides a proper hand off with the full 
background (and story in place), there 
is far less confusion and bouncing back 
and forth due to unknown nuances. 

Proactiveness. Communication is 
paramont but it is often reactive rather 
than proactive in the origination busi-
ness, both internally and externally. 
What if you placed an online order 
and were not notifi ed of the expected 
ship date or given a tracking number 
after submitting the order? To further 
exacerbate the situation, what if you 
found out when the item would be 
shipped only after you made an inquiry 
or contacted customer service? I bet 
you would likely not choose to con-
duct business with that retailer again. 
This fact is simple: be proactive about 
providing information to borrowers. 
You have to be convinced it is a key 
ingredient in your WD-40; an ingredi-
ent without which the process just will 
not work.

Willingness to Learn. Learn what 
is needed to complete a loan. Learn 

agency and investor program guide-
lines along with company processes 
and procedures. If you make a mistake, 
learn exactly what you did incorrectly 
so that you know how to avoid making 
the same mistake again. Being a pro-

fessional means committing yourself 
to being a perpetual student.

Checklists. Every top performer – 
originators, processors, underwriters, 
closers, everyone – makes liberal use 
of cues and reminders, mainly check-
lists. They help you ensure you have 
been complete, that nothing has been 
overlooked that will ultimately cause 
rust and squeaks in the process. Do not 
be too proud to make a paper check-
list and mark off each item needed in 
every process to ensure you are doing 
it correctly and completely. Checklists 
work.

I have not listed every ingredient in 
mortgage industy’s WD-40, only the 
most active ones. Think of the other in-
gredients you can add to your 40th for-
mula. Once you start using your new 
WD-40, your loans will begin to glide 
through the process without squeaks 
and take less time, creating a more 
satisfi ed group of peers and custom-
ers. Be warned and prepared, though, 
of a major side effect of using WD-40 
for loans: it causes a high incidence 
of referrals. ❖

A common 
cause of a 
squeaky, rusty 
loan is the 
provision of 
incomplete 
information/
documentation 
with expectation 
of a complete 
approval.

Communication is paramont but it is 
often reactive rather than proactive 
in the origination business.
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